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Introduction

Mathematical Thinking

 Logic problems are basic to building overall thinking skills, such as problem solving and
reasoning. Using clues, students solve real-world problems by comparing facts, making con-
nections, distinguishing necessary information from unnecessary information, drawing logical 
conclusions, and communicating solutions. The logic problems in this book require students 
to find patterns and relationships. Learning objectives include development of problem-solving
strategies and higher-order thinking skills such as deduction and inference.

 These activities have been designed to assist students in meeting the following NCTM 
standards for problem solving and reasoning:

Problem Solving

 *  Build new mathematical knowledge through problem solving

 *  Solve problems that arise in mathematics and in other contexts

 *  Apply and adapt a variety of appropriate strategies to solve problems

Reasoning and Proof 

 * Recognize reasoning and proof as fundamental aspects of mathematics

 * Select and use various types of reasoning and methods of proof

 * Recognize and apply deductive and inductive reasoning

Using This Book

 The logic problems are presented in three skill levels from the simplest (one star H) to
the most challenging (three stars HHH). Instruct students to read the introduction and clues care-
fully before starting a problem. Let them know that one clue can lead to more than one answer. 
Suggest that students regularly go back and reread earlier clues, since information in later 
clues may suggest a connection.
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Strategies for Solving Nonroutine Math Problems

 *  Look for the use of conditional statements, such as “if this is true, then.”

 *  Organize answers in a list, table, or chart. By keeping track of information, students can 
compare and contrast facts to determine answers and identify missing data.

 *  Draw a picture or diagram. For some students, a visual representation can be helpful. 
Using objects or acting out a problem may also be effective.

 * If students need help spatially organizing the clues, there are two different reproducible 
grids that are provided on page 76 at the back of the book. Students may also draw their 
own grids.

Use the following warm-up activities to demonstrate problem-solving strategies:

1.  Put the following students in order from oldest to youngest.

 Andrew is older than Paul, but younger than Marie. Sue is younger than Andrew, but older 
than Ann. Ann is older than Paul.

Answer: Marie, Andrew, Sue, Ann, Paul

2.  Determine the order in a race from first to third.

 Sam did not finish first. Angela finished ahead of Bill.  Bill did not finish second.

Answer: Angela, Sam, Bill

3.  Match each student to a backpack.

 The backpacks are pink, green, and blue. The girl with the pink backpack sits behind the 
girl with the blue backpack. Collin sits in the first seat. Beth sits behind Collin and in front 
of Jill.

Answer: Collin/green, Beth/blue, Jill/pink

Introduction (cont.)
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Name:  Date: 

Animal FriendsH

Problem:  Mrs. Amaya asked her class to write a story about a pet. Use the clues to match 
each student to his or her pet.

Students:  Ryan  Angela Paul  Anika

Pets:    fish  dog  bird  cat

Clues: 1.  Anika’s pet does not have feathers.

2.  Ryan’s pet does not swim every day.

3.  The dog belongs to a boy.

4.  Angela’s pet has fur.

5.  Ryan’s pet does not bark.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: Animal Friends
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Name:  Date: 

Summer DaysH

Problem:  Six friends are sharing a cabin at summer camp. There are six bunks in each 
cabin—three upper and three lower. The bunks are numbered 1, 2, and 3 from 
left to right. Use the clues to learn which boy is in which bunk.

Campers:  Ethan  Scott  Fernando  Damon    Mark    Hiroshi

Bunks:   upper 1, 2, 3, and lower 1, 2, 3

Clues:   1.  The tallest boy has the lower bunk below the shortest boy.

2.  Ethan is the youngest boy. He picked a top bunk on the left.

3.  Scott has the bunk below Hiroshi.

4.  Fernando is the shortest boy.

5.  Damon has a bunk below the 
 youngest boy.

6.  Scott and Damon are not tall.

7.  Hiroshi has a middle bunk to the right of the youngest boy.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: Summer Days
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Name:  Date: 

And the Winner Is…H

Problem: At the July Fourth Bike Race, there were four entries in the last race. Use the 
clues to figure out the number for each person and the results of the race.

Entrants:  Matthew Vicente Adara Ashley

Numbers:  1 2 3 4

Results:  First Second Third Fourth

Clues:   1. Matthew placed lower than Vicente.

2. The person in fourth place wore #2.

3. The racer wearing #3 won.

4. Ashley placed third.

5. Vicente wore #1.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: And the Winner Is…
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Name:  Date: 

Born in the U.S.A.H

Problem: The Massey family is planning a family reunion. Four of the cousins were born 
in different states. Follow the clues to find out who comes from which state.

Cousins:  Jake Yanni Preston Elise 

States: Oklahoma New York Florida California

Clues:   1. Jake was not born in the Midwest.

2. Yanni was born in a coastal city.

3. Preston was born in a state west of where Jake was born.

4. Elise was not born in Florida.

5. Yanni traveled east to attend the reunion in Jake’s state.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: Born in the U.S.A
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Name:  Date: 

Zoo ArtH

Problem: Mrs. Alonzo’s class took a field trip to the zoo. The students were asked to draw 
a picture of their favorite animal. Use the clues to figure out which animal is in 
each student’s picture.

Students:  Amanda Kayla David Adam

Animals:  alligator zebra giraffe flamingo

Clues: 1. Adam did not draw a mammal.

2. The animal David drew did not have stripes.

3. Amanda drew an animal that has a long neck, but no feathers.

4. David drew a picture of an animal with many sharp teeth.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: Zoo Art
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Name:  Date: 

At the MoviesH

Problem: Five friends wanted to go to a movie on Saturday, but they each had to finish their 
chores before they could go. Use the clues to determine what time each friend 
arrived at the theater.

Friends: Amy Caleb Jada Owen Nick

Arrival Times: 2:00 1:30 1:20 1:50 2:10

Clues:   1. The friends start their chores at noon and the movie starts at 2:00 P.M.

2. Jada had four chores, and each one took twenty minutes. It took ten 
 minutes to get to the theater.

3. Caleb arrived later than Nick.

4. Owen did not arrive first or last.

5. Amy arrived first.

6. Nick was not early or late.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: At the Movies
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Name:  Date: 

Whirlwind Tour H

Problem: The Marquez Family took a vacation to Europe. They traveled to five countries. 
Use the clues to determine in which order they visited each nation.

Countries: France Germany England Italy Sweden

Clues:   1. They did not visit Germany first.

2. They visited Sweden before Italy but after France.

3. They began their trip in a nation that recognizes English as the official lan-
guage.

4. They took a train from England to France.

5. They visited Germany after Sweden but before Italy.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: Whirlwind Tour
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Name:  Date: 

May I Take Your Coat? H

Problem: When Rachel’s mom took her and three friends to a new restaurant, the girls 
mixed up their coat check numbers. Use the clues to help sort out which number 
belongs to which girl.

Girls: Rachel Maria Karen Leah

Coat check 
numbers: 10  21 23 24

Clues:   1. Maria and Leah both had red coats.

2. Karen’s number was higher than Rachel’s and lower than Maria’s.

3. The girl with #23 had a green coat.

4. Rachel had a blue coat.

5. Leah and Maria had even numbers.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: May I Take Your Coat?
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Name:  Date: 

Science SkillsH

Problem: Mr. Ameche’s students are preparing projects for the science fair. Use the clues 
to match each student with his or her project.

Students: Sofia Michelle Devin Brody Emilio

Project 
Topics:  volcanoes plants and light recycling magnets life cycle of a moth

Clues:   1. Brody and the boy with black hair chose projects about living things.

2. The girl who works with magnets is Emilio’s sister.

3. Devin and his friend, who is doing the project on recycling, are blondes.

4. Michelle is an only child.

5. Two of Brody’s examples escaped from his project.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: Science Skills
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Name:  Date: 

Fun FitnessH

Problem: Grover School’s Field Day included several fitness events. Use the clues to deter-
mine who won each event.

Winners: Samantha Oscar Saul Rodrigo Cher

Activities: push-ups sit-ups one-mile run rope climb one hundred yard dash

Clues: 1. Saul came in second in the one-hundred-yard dash and fourth in push-ups.

2. A girl won sit-ups and placed second in push-ups.

3. Although they ran well, neither Rodrigo nor Cher won a race.

4. The winner of the push-ups competition didn’t enter any other events.

5. Samantha came in second in sit-ups.

Answer:   Use the space below to work through the logic problem and write your answers.

LEVEL ONE: Fun Fitness




